U16 Elite Camp
AMSTERDAM
Most good, young, American hockey athletes are used
to playing-up with older kids. That will not be the case in Holland where the
U16 Elite Camp takes place. The hockey experience there is extremely
challenging for both U.S. and international U16's. At this camp, you will
be playing-up.
You will have to go-all-out to match the level of play of your European peers.
The speed and ability will far exceed what you are used to here at home.
Who is this U16 Elite program designed for?
• You are Motivated to Grow Your Game
• You are Driven to Test & Push Your Limits
• You are Seek Fast & Aggressive Hockey
• You must intend to play in college.
QUALIFICATIONS ARE NEEDED:
The U16 Elite Camp requires you to meet a minimum level of
accomplishment. This includes being either a a USFHA National Futures
Tournament/Championship selection (not to be mistaken for Club
Championship participant) - or have minimum 2-years playing with a rated club
- or having been a EuroTour Alumnae - or a World Camp USA Elite selection.
If you don’t meet these qualifications, and believe this is the program you should
attend, then we will consider a STRONG recommendation by your Club Coach.
There are two reasons for these qualifications. First, we have been directed by
our Dutch partner to make sure we do not dilute the level of the camp with field
players who cannot perform to the camp standard. Second, we do not want our
U.S, athletes to be overwhelmed by this camp experience, possibly creating a
lack of self-esteem or confidence. Our goal is to excel and accelerate your
game.
U16 Elite Camp is exactly what it name implies. It is for those players who are
the tops on their team, showing true potential at a young age. Not every good
player is demonstrating at this time in their life; for them we have other programs
in Europe that can fit their style and current ability, while pushing their limits and
taking them to their next level.
GOALIES: the U16 Drijver Goalie Academy runs concurrent with the Elite field
player camp.
Please contact Tori with any questions about this extraordinary Elite camp.

